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I

’ve often wondered what it would be like to indulge in a
week of luxury at high-end resort spas like Canyon Ranch
in Arizona. But if you’re looking for something a little closer
to home, there’s a new day spa in North Tampa that promises to turn just a few hours into what feels like a long,
rejuvenating vacation.
Rejuva Center for Plastic Surgery and Medi Spa represents the vision of Bart Rademaker, M.D., a very
“outside-the-box” thinker who is a European-trained plastic and reconstructive surgeon and a humanitarian who
travels the world on mission trips. Rejuva definitely speaks
to Dr. Rademaker’s interest in holistic wellness.
Lucille, the spa’s welcoming coordinator, brought me to
the reception area and gave me a choice of one of the Elixir
tonics that blend fruit juices and herbs with vitamins, phytonutrients and minerals. Next stop was the Visia Complexion
Analysis, which presented a detailed computer evaluation
of my skin, including pores, skin texture, wrinkles, age spots
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and the dreaded UV sun damaged areas. I was concerned
about my results, but breathed a sigh of relief to know that
in general, I fared better than average for women my age
and skin type.
The analysis gives Dawn Gardner, Rejuva’s licensed
aesthetician, a baseline report to work with and a personalized skin rejuvenation plan should clients opt for future
services. A beautiful young woman, Dawn told me she’s been
interested in skin care since age 16 when she had a severe
bout with acne, which more than surprised me considering
her skin is now model-perfect. She also pointed out that
French women begin receiving facials around 14 and continue to receive them throughout their life, which is why they
seem to age so well.
In a beautifully decorated treatment room, Dawn began
to work on my face, first with a variety of manual techniques
and then with the innovative Photo-Hydrafacial machine,
which exfoliates the skin and extracts excess oil from blocked
pores in an all-in-one deep cleansing, hydrating and moisturizing process. Once that was completed, an anti-aging
infrared light therapy stimulated the collagen in my skin and
removed pigmented spots to make my face look younger,
smoother and refreshed.
From there, I followed Dawn down the hall for an amazing full-body session using the Time Capsule. There are only
two Time Capsules in the country and Rejuva has one of
them. Because I’m claustrophobic, I was a little anxious, but
Dawn assured me that I would be quite comfortable and she
was right. I lay on my back inside the capsule as a light steam
bubbled up from underneath and Dawn used a head-to-toe
salt scrub to polish my skin and prepare me for the mud
wrap, which would help remove any toxins from my body.
Once the capsule was closed (only my body was inside, not
my head), she turned on the Chakra-balancing light therapy.
Each of the body’s seven chakras has a corresponding color
of the spectrum that stimulates energy in that particular
area. During this time, I also experienced what is called a
Vichy shower, a light shower inside the capsule that feels
like a body massage with soft warm rain.
“Twenty minutes in the Time Capsule is the equivalent of
four hours of sleep,” Lucille, had told me, and that was so
true. After my treatment, I was in such a deep state of relaxation that I had to sit in the reception area for a while before
I could bring myself back to reality and work up the energy
to face rush-hour traffic on the drive home.
To reserve your time at Rejuva, call (813) 884-0160. Dr.
Rademaker offers a complete line of services for men and
women. The office is located at 11932 Sheldon Road in
Tampa. tbb
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